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Baptized in quantum fires, reborn as incarnate gods, drunk with fame, sacrificed on the altar of

power. We are your heroes, your legends, your icons. Beware. Your legacy is our future.
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Baptized in quantum fires, reborn as incarnate gods, drunk with fame, sacrificed on the altar of

power. We are your heroes, your legends, your icons. Beware. Your legacy is our future.

This book came in great condition. Obviously used but used with care. no tears no missing pages.

Its a paper back book but man did they make this thing to last. Each page is thick and rugged. The

art in this book is amazing. The game itself is increble. Hard to believe this book was printed nearly

20 years ago. An amazing find and I am so happy i was able to get it. Also if you like super heroes

and want to play an amazing pen and paper game pick this system up it is SUPER FUN!

I am a huge fan of White Wolf's Storyteller books, and I was hugely excited by the release of a

superhero module. There are some great aspects in this book, but some serious problems that

come with that. The greatest problem is that White Wolf seems to find it necessary to become

vague to the point of uselessness in every core book. Even the most fertile imaginations have

trouble working out all the details commonly left out, and Aberrant does not fail to disappoint.

Combined with some rather cheesy ways of introducing the background, the books intro chapter is

likely to leave you saying "HUH?" In a gaming sense, this is a powergamer's dream and a

storyteller's nightmare. Even the negative effects of becoming tainted aren't hugely detrimental. In



short, if you want to play games by the book, then think twice before you buy this. If you don't mind

some tactful editing of the storyline (I run it much as I would a World of Darkness campaign), then

the systems are great to use for generating PC superheroes. However, there is a feast of literature

on its way to support Aberrant. With Year One and Expose, White Wolf is feeding us more details

needed to create an adequate world to surround their wonderful game mechanics. With a little

imagination, a lot of work, and some of the support books, this becomes a decent module. I just

hope that a second edition with better detail is released in the near future.

This game is an absolute gem! The convoluted backstory aside, the system is great! My Storyteller

has us playing in an alternate Marvel Ultimates universe and I'm playing a Dragonball Z type

character. Even at low levels, you feel like you're playing a real powerhouse! This is the original D10

system. If you want superhero bliss, this is your game!

Grateful this was sold and the condition it was in was not has bad as what was written.

i cant wait for the white wolf tv series to be remade and all that.anyways, aberrant is fun as you can

literally build whatever comicbook hero/villian you want and make it your own twist.

One of my favorite superhero games!

I LOVE THIS SYSTEM. The Dicing mechanic is probably one of my favorites. The presented

storyline... not so much. But you take what you can get... right?

Great sale and timely shipping!
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